**THURSDAY, 9 NOVEMBER**

2.00 - 2.30 PM
**BASILICA, PALAZZO BO**
Registration

2.30 - 4.00 PM
**ARCHIVIO ANTICO, PALAZZO BO**
Chair
Alessandro Paccagnella Vice Rector for International Relations, University of Padova

**Introduction and Welcome**
Rosario Rizzuto Rector of the University of Padova

Anne Trefethen Pro Vice Chancellor for Academic Resources and Information Systems, University of Oxford

Paul Sellers Country Director Representative for the British Council

Sergio Giordani Mayor of Padova

Annalisa Oboe Vice Rector for Cultural, Social and Gender Relations, University of Padova

Andrea Vinelli President of the Alumni Association, University of Padova

Representative of the Veneto Region

Cristina La Rocca, Alessandra Petrina Advisors for Europe, University of Padova

“Padova and Oxford: A History of Friendship”

4.00 - 4.30 pm
**Basilica, Palazzo Bo**
Coffee-break and networking

**FRIDAY, 10 NOVEMBER**

9.00 - 9.45 AM
**CORTILE NUOVO, PALAZZO BO**
Guided tour of Palazzo Bo

10.00 - 11.30 AM
**ARCHIVIO ANTICO, PALAZZO BO**
Panel on Modern Languages
“Modern Languages and University teaching”
Chair: Guido Baldassarri, University of Padova

10.00 - 11.30 AM
**SALA DELLA NAVE, PALAZZO BO**
Wrap-up Panel on Statistical Sciences
“Padova meets Oxford @STATS”
Chair: Alessandra R. Brazzale University of Padova

10.00 - 11.30 AM
**SALA DA PRANZO, PALAZZO BO**
Wrap-up Panel on History and Sociology
“Mobility and Violence: new research/new projects on history and social sciences”
Chair: Giulia Albanese, Cristina La Rocca University of Padova

10.00 - 11.45 AM
**BOTANICAL GARDEN**
Panel on Botanical Gardens
“The role of Botanic Gardens in scientific and cultural activities”
Chair: Barbara Baldan, University of Padova

10.00 - 11.45 AM
**PALAZZO CAVALLI**
Panel on Museums
“University Collections and Museums: new perspectives on object-based research and exhibitions”
Chair: Giuliana Tomasella, University of Padova

11.30 am – 12.00 pm
**Basilica, Palazzo Bo**
Coffee-break and networking

12.00 PM - 1.00 PM
**ARCHIVIO ANTICO, PALAZZO BO**
Closing Remarks

1.30 pm
**Basilica, Palazzo Bo**
Lunch

3.00 pm
Preparation for the conferral of the Honorary Degree

4.00 PM
**AULA MAGNA, PALAZZO BO**
Honorary Degree ceremony
Prof. Chris Wickham
Lectio magistralis
“L’asino e il battello. Un nuovo approccio all’economia del Mediterraneo nel secolo XI”

6.30 pm
**Basilica, Palazzo Bo**
Cocktail